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Abstract

In 2018, Cambodia’s garment industry accounted for more than 70% of the country’s total export products, with thousands of factories and workers across the country. In this context, the Worker’s Information Center (WIC) – a women garment workers-based association – through a bottom-up approach advocates for women garment workers’ empowerment, supporting their struggles and movements for labour rights, fair working and living conditions and decent wages. The chapter provides an overview of the country’s garment industry development and challenges, together with concrete examples of women garment workers’ led struggles.

Background

Cambodia is a country bordered by Thailand and the Laos People’s Democratic Republic respectively in the west and north, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in the east and south-east, and the Gulf of Thailand in the south-west. According to a preliminary result of the 2019 census, Cambodia’s population is about 15,288,489, of which 51.48% are females. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate of Cambodia was 7% per annum over the last ten years, and in 2018, there was an increase of GDP to 7.5%.¹ Cambodia’s GDP is largely made up of three sectors, mainly agriculture (18.1%), industrial (34.9%), and services (39.4%).² Since 1993, the Cambodian Government, in consultation with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), implemented programmes on economic and structural adjustments designed to stabilise the economy and attract foreign investment. Following this, the Foreign Direct Investment Law was passed in 1994 and amended in 2003. The law provides incentives to the investors that include, but are not limited to: exemption from import, export, and profit duties of up to nine years;³ complete foreign ownership of companies; unhindered hiring of foreign citizens in high level positions;⁴ and unrestricted foreign remittances after paying appropriate taxes.⁵
On 1 January 2005, the quota restraints of the Multi-Fibre Agreement (MFA) expired and brought to an end restrictions on trade in textiles and garments among World Trade Organisation (WTO) members. As a result, WTO governed textile and garments trade, promoting free trade agreement among its members. Cambodia, among the many developed and developing WTO members, is one of the least developed countries that benefits from the European Union’s Generalised System of Preferences (GSP). Under the GSP, Cambodia is part of the Everything but Arms (EBA) initiative that permits all exported products from Cambodia to the European Union (EU) duty free and quota free, except arms and ammunition.

A case on point where incentives for foreign investors were particularly lucrative is elucidated by Singaporean Roger Tan:

“I first came to Cambodia in 1995 because, quite simply, the Government’s incentives were so good ... There are three key factors in the garment business – cheap labour, unused quotas and no exchange controls. Cambodia fulfilled all three. MFA quotas will disappear by early 2005, but the other advantages still promise our industry a bright future.” – Roger Tan, Deputy Chairman, Garment Manufacturers Association in Cambodia (GMAC).

Cambodian garment industry’s exported value was at US$962 million in 2000 and increased to US$3,223 million a decade later in 2010. In 2018, the industry had accounted for 73.7% of total export products, with a value of about US$10 billion. Currently, the industry has around 1,153 factories and employs about 840,000 workers, 85% are women who mostly migrated from rural areas. The industry continued to be the backbone of the national economy in 2018, with main export beneficiaries being the European Union (46%), the United States of America (24%), Canada (9%), and Japan (8%).

The conditions surrounding women garment workers

Since 2014, there have been legislative expansions aimed at improving working conditions of garment and textile workers in Cambodia. For example, the Tripartite Negotiation Committee on minimum wages established in 2014 enabled an increase in monthly minimum wages every year, from US$170 in 2018 to US$182 in 2019.

In 2015, the Government passed the Special Lease Law (the Law on room rental for workers) to refrain landlords from increasing the rental fee for at least two years, as well as the bill on access to public electricity for garment workers. In 2016, the Government had the National Social Security Fund (NSSF) policy that focused on the risk at work (or work injury) covered by workers’ health insurance. From 2017, the NSSF fee was paid 100% by employers, and had expanded
the coverage to maternity benefits for women garment workers, providing 70% of the wage during maternity leave and additional support after delivery (US$100 for a single child, US$200 for twins, and US$300 for triplets). In August 2017, the Government regulated the water price for garment workers at 800 riel or US$20 cents per cubic meter, as well as workers’ free access to public transportation for two years (2018–2019).

Even though there has been a minimum wage increase over the past several years, the working and living conditions of women garment workers have not improved much. The cost of living, including room rental fees and utilities, has significantly increased. Based on a recent study done with workers, women workers spent minimum US$30 for monthly room rental fees and utilities (water and electricity), and US$68 for food per month. The enforcement of water price regulation is not effective since workers in many areas continue to access water at high price, for example from 2,500 riels to 5,000 riels (US$0.63 to US$ 1.25) per cubic meter.

Apart from struggling with living conditions and expenses, women garment workers face tremendous difficulties in the workplace. While production targets in factories have increased, even sometimes doubled, the number of workers (three to five) on the production line has decreased. For workers who earn per piece rate, the rate remains low. Therefore, women garment workers have to double their efforts in production – working overtime to reach targets; and while leaving work late in the evening, many experience verbal harassment and inappropriate behaviour by groups of men. In addition, women garment workers often experience serious psychological violence in the form of intimidation, insults, and threats of dismissal from their supervisors and line managers. And this while receiving time restrictions for toilet breaks and drinking water.

The enforcement of the Fixed Duration Contracts (FDC) in factories is increasingly common, resulting in job insecurity for the workers. Some factories suspended the employment contracts in the main factory, with the rational of no orders from buyers and then sub-contracted their products to other factories and sweatshops where labour laws and workers’ rights are not respected, including the right to basic wages and other fringe benefits. These sweatshops are not registered, and normally referred to by their location since they do not even have names.

**The trends and challenges in the garment industry**

The contentious strengthened economic and foreign policy ties between Cambodian and Chinese governments are reinforcing reluctant investment ventures in the EU and United States of America.

Some garment factories started closing down as employers attempt absconding all legal obligations to staff, while others become inactive where no orders
are taken and instead, materials for production transported to sub-contracted factories and sweatshops. In the main factories, workers’ contracts, both Unspecified Duration Contract (UDC) and FDC, are being terminated, moving to an ‘informal contract’ within sweatshops, with insecure work conditions and no access to NSSF benefits and protection.

Women garment workers’ right to join and form unions is also impeded. The implementation of the Union Law in 2016 and the fact that most articles are related to the arbitrary “‘Most Representative Union’” (30% of the total workers) had resulted in a significant drop of collective cases filed, from 361 cases a year in 2014 to less than 50 cases reported in 2018. Workers and unions face difficulty to access existing labour dispute mechanisms and fair treatment at the workplace.

Since early 2018, the EU started to consider the suspension of Cambodia’s EBA status over its records on human rights and democracy. The possible end of the EBA status poses serious concerns among key stakeholders, especially for the garment industry labour market, infamous for unregulated sweatshops and unacceptable labour conditions.

Although workers can organise as a union, the workers’ nominated representatives who join the negotiation committee for increasing wages and social protection are usually males. As a result, women’s agendas and issues are often not prioritised, even when the union is mainly comprised of women. There are challenges in ensuring democratic and participatory decision-making processes, collective efforts, and broader consultation within and between the union members and the leadership. For instance, leaders are more likely to decide on behalf of the members with no or little consultation with the larger group; as a result, members are often left behind or not fully informed.

**Worker’s Information Center**

Worker’s Information Center (WIC) is a women garment workers-based association in Cambodia that emerged from a workers’ empowerment project, Womyn’s Agenda for Change (WAC), registered with the Ministry of Interior in 2009.

At the core of its work, WIC considers women garment workers’ empowerment and agendas; women-led struggles and movements for labour rights, fair working, living conditions and decent wages; and women’s fundamental rights to access basic essential services. WIC also seeks to bring about change in the lives of women and society more broadly, supporting women workers’ empowerment towards the realisation of their rights. WIC’s work also focuses on the mobilisation of women garment workers to push for change at structural and policy levels – either formally or informally.

WIC aims to create safe spaces for women garment workers by setting up and facilitating Drop In Centres (DICs). The attempt is to locate the DICs in areas where women are working to facilitate them to:
i) have a place to take rest; ii) share their experiences and discuss their working, living, and social conditions; iv) access information; and v) build social networks.

WIC has a bottom-up approach, where women garment workers are mobilised and organised in order to define problems and identify root causes through critical analyses; develop a strategic plan with clear demands and solutions; and collectively advocate for structural, systemic and policy change. Workers themselves advocate for policy change through evidence-based advocacy that is documented through participatory action research. These critical analyses on the injustice and violations at work and living places explores the linkages of the impact of neo-liberalism and patriarchy to women’s bodies, and labour; and women’s participation and leadership in economic, political, and social issues. It is based on the experiences and analysis of context and issues faced by women garment workers who participated in fora, consultative workshops and discussions where fundamental human rights principles and concepts are used as a basis to facilitate collective and women-led campaigns, as well as strategies to reinforce and keep the struggle alive. For this, WIC supports women garment workers’ efforts in analysing gaps of the current laws and policies, and strengthening their ability to advocate for the inclusion of women garment workers’ needs and demands.

Case study: women workers addressing injustice at workplace

The early 2016 women-led action collective facilitated by WIC to address the working conditions of a factory, highlighted the following:

- Around 2,000 workers had been receiving a mere 50 per cent minimum wage payment in rotation by group and section since early 2015 to March 2016 (with the agreement of the union and factory management);
- The workers undergoing suspension from work at finishing units had been receiving a wage of US$50 with the approval from the Inspection Department, Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training (MoLVT);
- The suspension of the workers was explained by the factory management as being due to a decline in orders from the buyers.

Women garment workers approached WIC through a DIC. WIC then helped the workers in analysing the factory’s background. Through the DIC, they also conducted further investigation on identified loopholes and issues, vis-à-vis Cambodian pertinent laws.

The process started with women garment workers coming together to discuss and question* the general situation inside

* The bold stresses actions taken
the factory; mainly asking how and why these conditions occurred; what was the rational provided by the factory for these conditions; what provisions were admissible under the Labour Law for these conditions; and what impacts these conditions have on the work of women garment workers and their lives. This led to the women garment workers refusing days off with the 50 per cent minimum wage, as this provision is against the Labour Law. Instead, they demanded to work and being paid 100 per cent of the minimum wage, since according to the Labour Law it is the employer’s responsibility to guarantee minimum wage and job security.

Women garment workers mobilised their peers in the factory from different sections and units, and nominated and identified their representatives (eight women, and later included one man) to continue their analysis, strategising and monitoring the conditions at the workplace. The representatives managed to mobilise 10 per cent of total workers (with the thumbprint) to reject the provision on 50 per cent minimum wage and instead demand full work, and hence full wage, from the factory management.

Workers also met the Government agency in charge of labour inspection, the Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training (MoLVT), and discussed the conditions of employment suspension. Workers’ representatives also brought to the buyers’ attention, with supporting evidence, the violations that occurred in the factory, seeking their intervention to address the situation.

Women representatives documented all the evidence related to the production line and supply chain, strengthening their negotiation, communication and dialogue skills, working collectively to advocate with different stakeholders, including the factory management, MoLVT (particularly the Inspection and Dispute Resolution Departments), and buyers.

As a result, the factory compensated all workers for the 9-month employment suspension from July 2015 to March 2016, granting 100 per cent minimum wage in light of the 50 per cent loss faced by the workers.
Workers have meanwhile experienced risks and challenges associated with their actions in addressing injustices and violations at the workplace. The scrutiny from administration staff, Chinese management, supervisors and union leaders led to tension and pressure at work. There have been actions of discouragement and demotivation imposed on workers who attempted to mobilise other workers to join and support the struggle to resolve unfair labour practices within the workplace. The low levels of trust and confidence between workers and those involved in the dispute resolution’s process, combined with concerns for personal safety and that of their family members, were significant challenges. As a result, workers often had to pause, reflect, and re-analyse the situation and associated risks taken by their team members and fellow workers. Despite these challenges, workers learned that solidarity, mutual care and sharing of relevant work-related information are vital for their analyses and collective action for justice.
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